Comic strips can be used as a style of visualization on a human-computer interface because they can represent a wide variety of affairs with contexts or time series. This paper describes two systems for sharing personal context as comic strips: ComicDiary and Comic-FOAF-Viewer. Both the systems depict personal experiences or profiles including personal relationships in their comic strips and hyperlinks among related comics based on other characters in the story. ComicDiary allegorizes individual episodes that happen during touring exhibitions by creating a comic from a user's touring records accumulated from personal guidance systems and environmental facts, e.g., social events. For example, a ComicDiary might show a user's personal diary during a Japanese academic conference. The comic describes where the conference was held, the most interesting presentations, what happened, and so on. Exhibitions are places visited by people of all generations. Comic representation of a personal diary with amiable expressions fits such places. The comic strip is automatically generated, composed of 12 frames, and shown as a diary. Users can view their diaries at information kiosks located at exhibition sites. Friend of a Friend (FOAF), which is an XML/RDF application for expressing personal information and relationships, has attracted attention from Web developers because its files can describe human-centered networks such as Social Network Service (SNS). Current FOAF visualization tools utilize graphs or tables; however, it is difficult to represent a variety of relations. Comic-FOAF-Viewer aims to represent the multifarious relations and personal information that FOAF has to offer for surfing interfaces in FOAF networks.
Introduction
Human-machine interface designs are often based on visualized information that represents abstract data in a form that facilitates human interaction for exploration and understanding. A quite simple example of the human-machine interface based on information visualization is the expression of a directory tree, which is a structure of files in storage, e.g., hard disk drives. The visualization method, however, only expresses the current status of the tree. If the user wants to grasp the file navigation context, including the status of a directory tree and the navigation history, it may be futile to use current information visualization techniques. Furthermore, they may also fail to visualize context behind decision-making problems and daily life such as personal experiences and complex acquaintanceships.
This paper describes a general architecture that automatically creates comics for expressing complex statements with circumstances and context, including experience, acquaintanceships, and so on. For sharing such circumstances and context, we also propose a method for hyperlinking related comic strips. McCloud defined comic-style expression as Sequential Art. 1 In this definition, "art" may refer to
illustrations that can describe statements in detail, and "sequential" means that comic-style expression has a timeline not only among frames but also with a frame; thus, such expression can tell a story through rich narrative. To present instances of comic-style expression, we propose two applications for different domains: ComicDiary and Comic-FOAF-Viewer. ComicDiary expresses experiences at an exhibition site in a comic-strip style. This system deals with log data, which is comprised of recorded user activity from ubiquitous environments. Comic-FOAF-Viewer allegorizes human profiles and acquaintanceships represented in FOAF 2 files.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The ability of comic-style expression is discussed in Sec. 2, and Sec. 3 describes related works. A general architecture for generating comics is presented in Sec. 4 . Sections 5 and 6 explain ComicDiary and Comic-FOAF-Viewer as examples of a system using the architecture. In Sec. 7, we discuss evaluation results and conclude with directions for future work in Sec. 8.
Comic-Style Expression
A method of comic expression exists in which a central character appears from start to end as the storyteller. In this study, we assume the generation of such a comic because it suits concise story description for expressing personal experiences and context. Figure 1 , for instance, represents an individual experience as a university report written when the author visited a museum. Other students wrote a gnormalh text-based report but she wrote in comic style because she was interested in comic expression and drawing.
Such a comic-style report exhibits the following features:
• It describes her subjective viewpoint.
• Such representation exaggerates her experiences by abstracting and highlighting impressive points rather than precisely recording all actual events. • The story unfolds based on a timeline, and some frames are contextually related.
• In the comic, not only the exhibition but also other visitors are depicted.
• The comic's appeal is increased by jokes and small notes.
A comic-style report is excellent for conveying such experiences as personal impressions and interests, though it is inappropriate for giving precise details. Actually, in this case, the student's comic-style report was successful, and most readers could grasp her museum experience.
Related Works
Many studies on the generation of literary artifacts have been conducted in the disciplines of artificial intelligence and cognitive science. Well-known attempts include the construction of story grammar through story analysis 3 and story generation as a formulation of problem solving and planning.
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Furthermore, a few researchers have generated comics as an interface. Comic Chat 6 is one IRC client software that represents IRC chat logs as a comic strip with cartoon characters and speech balloons, while Video Manga 7,8 represents a list of video indexes utilizing cartoon panels. In work on Video Manga, important indexes are emphasized as large cartoon panels that enable users to easily grasp summaries. These works apparently chose comic-strip style because it possesses the expressive power to visualize data with a timeline. Neither study, however, considered generating narrative as a stream of cartoon panels, nor did they support general data as sources. Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture that generates an interface in a comic style. The system consists of server and client sides. The server side receives requests from the client side and transcodes source data as XML to a story XML. To do 
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this, the system uses a kind of transcoder 9 API called "Transcoder". When story XML is returned from the server side to the client side, the client side obtains real parts of data, renders them, and finally displays them. The server side contains PartDB, MetadataDB, and Transcoder modules. Except for the Transcoder, PartDB and MetadataDB data are needed for each comic. Each module is explained as follows:
PartDB. PartDB conserves images as parts of the elements of cartoon panels.
More than one part per panel is prepared. In systems with the current version, the image format is Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG).
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MetadataDB. MetadataDB conserves the metadata that correspond to an SVG file stored in partDB. MetadataDB consists of four tables of panel metadata, scene metadata, conditions for scenes, and constraint conditions. All metadata are based on the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Transcoder. Transcoder is a module that converts the source XML and the part metadata into a story. The story, which is outputted as XML, is called story XML and describes part names that apply to the story and positions of the parts. This module is an API that accepts converted requests from the client side.
To allegorize a story from source data, panel and scene metadata must be prepared. Scene metadata include conditions and constraint conditions. An element of the panel metadata describes three types of information: a name set of the part data in PartDB, anchor areas of link functions, and the conditions of these links. Each panel has its own name. If images of the name sets are combined, a cartoon panel is completed. An element of the scene metadata, which are metadata for scenes, describes the sets of panel names, conditions for existence, and constraint conditions for other scenes. The condition relating to existence describes the condition of the source XML: whether the object scene in question should appear. This condition can use Xpath to indicate points of values on the source XML. The constraint condition describes discrepancies between the object scene and other scenes, and it supports the potential flow of a comic story.
The client side provides a user interface for switching comics, making requests to the server, obtaining parts from PartDB, and rendering an interface in comic style. The left side of Fig. 3 shows an example of a simple rendering case on a frame, where each part overlaps like layers, based on the Panel metadata shown in the upper portion of the right side. The client side then compiles a comic strip by aggregating such rendered frames based on the Scene metadata, shown in the lower portion of the right side.
Story generation
The server side generates story XML files from the source XML file using Transcoder, which is a kind of XSLT engine that can transform the source XML file into a story XML. It is completely different from a general XSLT engine because it makes consistent comic stories among scenes using a knowledge processing technique.
Transcoder, which returns the story XML by referring to the metadata from the source XML files, therefore, does not directly deal with part data but just the metadata. It selects scenes whose conditions are true under conditions that indicate an assumption of node value on the target source XML. After that, Transcoder solves the constraint condition with these selected scenes to produce a coherent story. A sample of the condition metadata and the constraint condition metadata are shown in Fig. 4 . If many stories are resolved, the module chooses the one with the highest priority. In ComicDiary, for example, the first generated story with 12 frames is selected because 12 frames fit onto a piece of paper for printing.
Linking among related comics
If users exchange comics as mentioned above, the stories represented in the comics are shared. Exchanging comics printed on paper is the simplest way for that. In this section, we explain another method for exchanging comics that utilizes the characteristics of comic-style expression. In the method, related comic strips are connected. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the method. For example, in ComicDiary, various characters and illustrations are described in cartoon panels that explain a user attending an event. ComicDiary creates a short comic that represents individual { "sceneA" : { "sceneB" : {"condition" : "forbid", "position" : "both"}, "sceneC" : {"condition" : "forbid", "position" : "follow"}, "sceneD" : {"condition" : "allow", "position" : "both"}, .. 
Normal rendering
Rendering as link anchor Description on SVG file related to oneself, one can grasp a context from many viewpoints or perspectives. Figure 7 shows some sample frames that have different aspects, depending on the contexts of users. To realize a reading method, we proposed a structure of connections that resemble web hyperlinks among comics that share panels to make routes for following comics nonlinearly. The link function is useful for sharing stories and their contexts. Link information is described in the SVG files of parts. Figure 5 shows an example of a link anchor in a frame. The anchor areas are directed as g-nodes of the SVG format. The node to be an anchor is set with a particular name with ID attributes read by the system to decide the link destination by relationships with other stories. In the rendering process, link anchors are set by the referring regions of the nodes and destinations after deleting the g node.
ComicDiary System
The ComicDiary system is assumed to utilize user logs from context-aware systems to create comics based on individual experiences. The ComicDiary system has already been launched as an experimental service at academic conferences 11, 12 (JSAI2001, SIGGRAPH2001, and Interaction2002) and at an open house exhibition. In the experimental service, the system cooperated with a context-aware system called C-MAP 13 whose logs are used as its source data. C-MAP, a digital assistant system for art galleries, museums, and academic conferences, provides a handheld guidance system called PalmGuide 14 and an information kiosk service.
PalmGuide is a portable browser for checking a conference's programs. Its users can rate presentations as "boring", "ok", or "interesting". C-MAP aggregates the ratings as log data in DB, which the ComicDiary system utilizes for estimating user activity and ratings to create user models.
Here, we show a sample scenario to demonstrate how ComicDiary creates individual comics for users at an exhibition. First, the user receives a PalmGuide at the entrance and browses through exhibitions using other C-MAP services, which include a digital business card exchange service, a meeting facilitator called AgentSalon, and so on. The logs of visitors using these services are stored in the DB, which ComicDiary accesses for creating individual comics of users who can browse through their comics on information kiosk terminals at the exhibition site and on Web browsers at home. They can also receive a printed copy of their comic at the site's exit. The story generation process consists of two steps: creating user models and formatting them as a source for sending the results to Transcoder.
The user-modeling process utilizes the personal and community profiles of each user, and these profiles become the environmental data of all users. They are acquired from the C-MAP's DB. The following shows examples of personal profiles from a conference:
• User age and gender are reflected in the main character.
• Participant type: presenter or audience member.
• Touring history consists of the number of presentations attended and ratings of each. The history is reflected in the impressions and activities in the comic story.
• Interaction history with other users.
Community profiles include the following data used to increase the reality of the story's details:
• Plenary conference events, e.g., receptions and invited talks.
• Information around the conference venue such as tourist information.
• Atmosphere data of the conference, e.g., popularity and ratings of each presentation. Figure 8 shows examples of ComicDiary for academic conference (JSAI2001) attendees, though the link function is not displayed. In this case, the results of user modeling were roughly divided into three types: presenters, active attendees, and non-active attendees. Active attendees are users who attended many talks and gave them positive feedback. The upper-right comic strip in Fig. 8 is an example of one for conference presenters. The comic, which is read from left to right and top to 
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bottom (based on the grid in the figure's upper-left portion), starts with a title frame and two introduction frames. The next four frames describe his presentation as his highlight because it is reasonable to assume that it was the most significant and impressive event of his conference experience. The strip in the lower left is an example comic of a user defined as an active attendee. In the comic, the title and introduction frames resemble the comic shown in the upper right. This strip, however, devoted three frames in the second row to attending talks. Another example shown in the lower right is a comic for non-active users. Contrary to the one on the left, this one devoted only two frames to attending talks, and these frame positions are more posterior than those in the upper right and lower left because the comic's goal is to represent the negative aspects of such users. Figure 9 shows sample images of ComicDiary linked to each other. The ComicDiary on the left represents the story of a visitor to an open house exhibition. He saw a presentation shown in the seventh frame and attended a banquet in the tenth frame. The center strip displays the story for another visitor who saw presentations in the third and ninth frames. In the third frame's presentation, since the visitor coincidentally saw the same presentation as the visitor in the left-hand strip, their comics are connected with a link. The comic on the right is a story about a robot displayed as an exhibition item. The center and right comics are connected to each other because the robot is described in the last frame of the lower-left comic.
Comic-FOAF-Viewer System
FOAF based on RDF is a project to represent machine-readable Web homepages, including personal profiles and social networks. FOAF uses "FOAF vocabulary" and its essential class, "foaf:Person", where "foaf:Person" describes private information as a personal profile that consists of a name, an e-mail address, an affiliation, and so on. In addition, "foaf:knows" in FOAF vocabulary describes the personal relationships of acquaintances as "foaf:Person" classes related by "foaf:knows" properties. The project envisions that agents based on the semantic Web will be able to grasp social networks by spidering FOAF files. In the current Web, FOAF is used as the data format for several Social Network Services.
In Comic-FOAF-Viewer, a "foaf:Person" node is allocated to a character. When the Comic-FOAF-Viewer system loads an FOAF file, the system allocates a person who exists as a root of the FOAF tree to the central character and makes a story. Other persons described as "foaf:Persons", which are objects of foaf:knows, are allocated as sub-characters based on conditions in MetadataDB. These sub-characters are illustrated as leading characters in other comics and are linked to the former comic strip.
The left side of Fig. 10 shows an example of a screenshot of the Comic-FOAFViewer. The source FOAF files of the example describe the people network of attendees to an academic conference (JSAI2004). These FOAF files use our original "CS vocabulary" that describes attendee type; for example, "cs:chairman" indicates that the person is a session chairperson. In the JSAI2004 case, each comic had only four frames because the FOAF files did not have as much information as the source data of ComicDiary. Each character shown in the comic has a link anchor. Since the Comic-FOAFViewer is implemented as the browser for FOAF networks, a smart transition function is present, as shown in the right side of Fig. 10 , representing the transition of the screen shot when a user jumps from one comic to another. In this case, the comic strip visualizing an FOAF file is first aligned vertically and read from top to bottom (1) . If the user selects a link anchor to another comic strip for an FOAF file, the strip emerges horizontally (2) . The strip then transits to the previous one with animation (3) , and finally, the position proceeds to the horizontal position (4).
User Evaluations
ComicDiary service at an academic conference
The ComicDiary system was empirically tested at the following academic conferences: JSAI2001, Interaction2002, and SIGGRAPH2001. For JSAI2001, ComicDiary cooperated with the C-MAP system, but in the other cases it operated without C-MAP because it was not introduced at those conferences. However, the JSAI2001 version of ComicDiary did not feature the link function. In this section, we discuss expressions of ComicDiary with respect to the JSAI2001 version and with the link function introduced in the Interaction2002 version. Five months after JSAI2001, sixteen C-MAP users completed e-mail questionnaires, which of course is an insufficient number to be used as evaluation data. In this paper, however, we mention them to indicate hints of evaluation tendencies concerning the presentation of ComicDiary.
The question, "Did ComicDiary represent your memories exactly?", is associated with the content of comics. Two people said "exactly", seven replied "fairly well", five responded "moderately", and two stated "not well". Nobody said "not at all". Considering that each comic only had 12 frames, these results are favorable. Ten of sixteen answers were from conference presenters, seven of whom selected "exactly" or "fairly well". That is, seven of the nine who answered positively were speakers, and they had a more favorable impression than only listeners. This suggests that when speakers attend a conference, their most important concerns are their own presentations, and incorporating such scenes into stories is crucial for exact representation of their experiences.
One important effect of ComicDiary is that users often want to show their own diary of their experiences to others. To investigate this effect, we asked, "How many people did you show your printed ComicDiary to?" Three people did not show it to anybody, one showed it to only one person, three showed it to three, one showed it to four persons, four showed it to more than five people, and four users did not get a printout of their ComicDiary. More than half of the users who printed out their ComicDiary showed it to more than three people, suggesting that ComicDiary has the potential to be a medium for sharing user experiences.
The following are the results of using the link function to connect comic strips. The total number of ComicDiary browsings by links was 187 of 539, and the average was 2.9%. We analyzed the navigation paths of the 93 users who went through the links and found that nearly half who did so navigated with a breadth-wise firstorder strategy from the comic they browsed first. This shows that users tend to be interested in other users with whom they had relationships, achieving the aim of the link function: enabling users to grasp contexts from many viewpoints. Answers to "For grasping your situation, was the link function useful for reading other people's comics?" included eighteen "usefuls", two "not usefuls", seven "don't knows", and four said they did not notice the function. Except those who did not notice, 67% of the users generally had a positive impression of the function. On the other hand, the problem for users who did not notice the function was apparently caused by the lack of an instruction manual. Table 1 shows the results for the Comic-FOAF-Viewer. JSAI2004 was held from June 2-5, 2004. The valid period, however, was between the 3rd and the 5th because announcements informing attendees about this service were delayed. At JSAI2004, the organizer provided a web-based supporting system for attendees.
Comic-FOAF-Viewer service for conference attendees
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One service of the system showed personal networks among conference presenters. FOAF files processed by Comic-FOAF-Viewer were generated from this network. Comic-FOAF-Viewer was accessed 280 times between June 3 and 5. After concluding the service, we distributed a questionnaire by e-mail; 125 users answered, and 15 replied that they had used the Comic-FOAF-Viewer. The total traffic analyzed by Apache log was 264, and a total of 135 people viewed the comics. The existence of at least 60 users is assumed based on IP addresses, excluding duplication. Analysis results also indicate that the average path length traveled by users through the comics was 2.86. These results indicate that on average users read more than three comics through the link connecting comic strips, and it seems reasonable to conclude that comic-style representation functioned as an interface as a web-browser anchor. The results also indicate that the Comic-FOAF-Viewer worked as an FOAF browser for such users. However, for 90 users, the path length was zero, i.e., they did not read a single comic, accounting for 67% of the total users, and 30% of those who said, "I did not notice the link function" on their questionnaires. One cause for this is assumed to be that there were no instructions for using the link interface.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a technique for generating comic strips representing complex statements with circumstances and context such as experience and a method hyperlinking related comic strips for sharing. For instance, two systems represented individual experiments from ubiquitous environments, personal profiles, and acquaintanceships from FOAF network. However, several issues remain. Both proposed systems only featured frames of identical sizes, whereas conventional comic books usually have a complex frame-size layout to facilitate the flow of understanding and significant story frames. In the future, therefore, we must obtain frame layout grammar and apply it to the rendering step. Reducing the cost of preparing part data for each source data is the next step. We are interested in a computer graphic technique called non-photorealistic rendering. If characters are prepared as 3D models and rendered into cartoon-like images viewed from various angles, illustration costs may be reduced.
